REF REQ No: - 11173245

SUPLY,
AXLE, NONDRIVING, VEHICULAR; TYPE: FRONT ASSEMBLY; P/N: T18013936, TERBERG DTS (UK) LTD; USED ON TERBERG HAULER

Quantity X02

Contact : Zama Ngema 031 361 6597

Quotation Instructions:

1). PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR QUOTATION ON YOUR COMPANY LETTER HEAD.

2). PLEASE INCLUDE YOUR COMPANY DETAILS.

3). Quotations must be in a sealed envelope with the seal signed by the sender.

4). Please quote the above Reference number on your Quotation documents “As” well as on the sealed envelope with description.

5). Envelopes must be deposited into the Quotation Tender Box at the Security Hut, at the entrance to the Admin Building, Durban Container Terminal, Langerberg Road, Pier no2.

* Incomplete Quotations will NOT be accepted!

* All Quotations must have the following:-

   (i) Validity period of the Quotation

   (ii) Guarantees / Warranties

   (iii) Delivery Date / Lead Time / Stock Availability.

6). NO late Quotations will be accepted!

7). PLEASE ATTACH YOUR BBBEE Certificate/Affidavit, CSD PROOF OF REGISTRATION & VALID TAX CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE W/G-

8). Terms and conditions will be available on request.

9). Transnet Port Terminals has the right to split the award of the order/s between more than one Supplier/Service Provider should it at Transnet’s discretion be more advantageous in terms of, amongst others, cost or developmental considerations

10). Adhere to all Scope of Work (SOW) requirements at all times.

NB> This Request will close on: Date: 15th October 2019, Time: 12h00 pm.